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Abstract—In this paper, we study the security of two recently
proposed privacy-preserving biometric authentication protocols
that employ packed somewhat homomorphic encryption schemes
based on ideal lattices and ring-LWE, respectively. These two
schemes have the same structure and have distributed architec-
ture consisting of three entities: a client server, a computation
server, and an authentication server. We present a simple attack
algorithm that enables a malicious computation server to learn
the biometric templates in at most 2N ´ τ queries, where N is
the bit-length of a biometric template and τ the authentication
threshold. The main enabler of the attack is that a malicious
computation server can send an encryption of the inner product
of the target biometric template with a bitstring of his own choice,
instead of the securely computed Hamming distance between the
fresh and stored biometric templates. We also discuss possible
countermeasures to mitigate the attack using private information
retrieval and signatures of correct computation.

Index Terms—Privacy-preserving biometric authentication,
somewhat homomorphic encryption, lattices, ring-LWE, hill
climbing attack

I. INTRODUCTION

Privacy-preserving biometric authentication is attracting a
lot of attention from the cryptographic community, due to the
serious associated security and privacy implications. Indeed,
compromised biometric templates may lead to serious threats
(i.e. identity theft and fraud), while the inherent irrevocability
of biometrics renders this risk even more serious. It has been
shown that fingerprints may reveal genetic information, while
retina scans may reveal diseases such as diabetes and strokes.
Moreover, additional issues of linkability, profiling and track-
ing of individuals are raised by cross-matching biometric traits.

Many privacy-preserving biometric authentication protocols
have been proposed [1]–[9], that rely on secure multi-party
computation techniques, such as homomorphic encryption [10]
and oblivious transfer [11], [12]. Recently, Yasuda et al.
proposed two efficient privacy-preserving biometric authen-
tication in [13], [14] using packed somewhat homomorphic
encryption based on ideal lattices and ring learning with error
(ring-LWE). In this paper, we analyse the security of these
protocols and describe a simple attack algorithm that can
be employed by a malicious internal entity to recover the
biometric templates of arbitrary users.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
necessary background along with the biometric authentication
protocols proposed by Yasuda et al. Section 3 presents the
attack. After a brief discussion of possible countermeasures in
Section 4, we conclude the paper in Section 5.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Here we review the two packed somewhat homomorphic
encryption (SHE) schemes proposed by Yasuda et al. in
[13], [14], as well as the two privacy-preserving biometric
authentication protocols that they proposed. Let us start by
introducing the notations used.

When p is a prime number, the finite field with p elements
is denoted by Fp. For two distinct positive integers z and d
with d ă z, z mod d is denoted by rzsd when the operation
maps the integers to the interval r´d{2, d{2q. Throughout this
paper, we let n “ 2i, for a positive integer i. Then, R :“
Zrxs{pxn`1q is a ring. Finally, N ď n denotes the bit-length
of a biometric template.

Let us now briefly review the packed SHE schemes pro-
posed by Yasuda et al. in [13], [14] based on i) ideal lattices
and ii) ring-LWE.

A. The SHE scheme based on ideal lattices
Here, we briefly describe the key parameters of a SHE

scheme based on ideal lattices and how encryption and de-
cryption are performed. For further details on these, we urge
the reader to consult [13], [15], [16].
– Key Generation - KeyGenp1`q: Upon an input 1`, where
` is a security parameter, the key generation algorithm
KeyGen outputs a public key pk “ pd, r, n, sq and a
secret key sk “ ω with gcdpω, sq “ 1. We note that
n is the lattice dimensions, and that gcdpd, sq “ 1 and
rn ” ´1 mod d.

– Encryption - Epm,pkq: A message m P Z{sZ is en-
crypted with the public key pk by first choosing a random
noise vector u “ pu0, u1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , un´1q with ui P t0,˘1u
chosen as 0 with probability q and as ˘1 with probability
p1 ´ qq{2, and then by computing ct :“ Epm,pkq “
“

m` s
řn´1
i“0 uir

i
‰

d
.

– Decryption - Dpct, skq: The message m is recovered from
the ciphertext ct “ Epm,pkq by computing rct ¨ωsd ¨ω´1

mod s.
Let A “ pA0, A1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , AN´1q be a binary vector of length

N . Yasuda et al. [13] proposed the following two packing
methods.
– PACKING METHOD TYPE 1:
Let F1 : A ÞÑ

řn´1
i“0 Aix

i P Zrxs{pxn ` 1q. Then the type 1
packed ciphertext of A is defined by the integer:

vE1pAq :“ rF1pAqprq ` su1prqsd “

„ n´1
ÿ

i“0

Air
i ` su1prq



d

,



where pd, r, n, sq is the public key pk and u1pxq P R denotes
a noise polynomial.
– PACKING METHOD TYPE 2:
Let F2 : A ÞÑ ´

řn´1
i“0 Aix

n´i P Zrxs{pxn ` 1q. Then the
type 2 packed ciphertext of A is defined by the integer:

vE2pAq :“ rF2pAqprq`su2prqsd “

„

´

n´1
ÿ

i“0

Air
n´i`su2prq



d

,

where pd, r, n, sq is the public key pk and u2pxq P R denotes
a noise polynomial.

B. The SHE scheme based on ring-LWE

Let p be a prime number with p ” 1 mod 2n, and let t ă p
be a positive integer. Let the ring Rt :“ Ztrxs{pxn ` 1q be
the plaintext space, and the ring Rp :“ R{pR “ Fp{pxn `
1q the ciphertext space. A SHE scheme based on ring-LWE
comprises of the following:
– Key Generation - KeyGenp1`q: Upon an input 1`, where
` is a security parameter, the key generation algorithm
chooses s χ

ÐÝ R according to a discrete Gaussian error
distribution χ :“ DZn,σ with standard deviation σ,
samples a random element a1 P Rp and an error e χ

ÐÝ R.
It outputs pk “ pa0, a1q with a0 :“ pa1 ¨ s ` t ¨ eq and
sk “ s as the public and secret keys, respectively.

– Encryption - Epm,pkq: A message m P Rt is encrypted
with the public key pk by first sampling u, f, g χ

ÐÝ R and
then computing ct :“ Epm,pkq “ pc0, c1q “ pa0u` tg`
m, a1u` tfq P R

2
p.

– Decryption - Dpct, skq: The message m is recovered
from the ciphertext ct “ pc0, c1q by computing rc0 `
c1ssp mod t P Rt. In general, from a ciphertext ct “
pc0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , cδq, the corresponding plaintext m is recovered
by computing

“
řδ
i“0 cis

i
‰

p
mod t.

Let A “ pA0, A1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , An´1q be a vector of length n as
before. Yasuda et al. [14] proposed the following two packing
methods:
– PACKING METHOD TYPE 1:
Set pm1pAq :“

řn´1
i“0 Aix

i. For sufficiently large t, pm1pAq
can be considered as an element of Rt. Then define

vE1pAq :“ E
`

pm1pAq,pk
˘

as the type 1 packed ciphertext.
– PACKING METHOD TYPE 2:
Set pm2pAq :“ ´

řn´1
i“0 Aix

n´i. Again, for sufficiently large
t, pm2pAq can be considered as an element of Rt. Then define

vE2pAq :“ E
`

pm2pAq,pk
˘

as the type 2 packet ciphertext.

C. Secure Hamming distance computation

Let A “ pA0, A1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Anq and B “ pB0, B1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Bnq
two binary vectors of length n. Then, the Hamming distance
between them is

HDpA,Bq “
n´1
ÿ

i“0

Ai ‘Bi “
n´1
ÿ

i“0

pAi `Bi ´ 2AiBiq.

So using the two packed SHE schemes presented above, the
Hamming distance is securely computed as follows.
– Using the ideal lattice based packed SHE:

Let

C1 “

”

n´1
ÿ

i“0

ri
ı

d
and C2 “ r´C1 ` 2sd.

Then, we can securely compute the Hamming distance
between A and B from their packed encryptions of type
1 and 2, respectively. In particular,
ctH :“ vE1pAqC2 ` vE2pBqC1 ` p´2vE1pAqvE2pBqq,

(1)
is an encryption of HDpA,Bq [13].

– Using the ring-LWE based packed SHE:
Let

C1 “ ´

n´1
ÿ

i“0

xn´i and C2 “

n´1
ÿ

i“0

xi.

Then, we can securely compute the Hamming distance
between A and B from their packed encryptions of type
1 and 2, respectively. In particular,

ctH :“ vE1pAqC1 ` vE2pBqC2 ` p´2vE1pAqvE2pBqq,
(2)

is an encryption of HDpA,Bq [14].
We note that in both SHE schemes, vE1pAqvE2pBq corre-
sponds to an encryption of the inner product of A and B.
Namely, the decryption of vE1pAqvE2pBq results in the inner
product of A and B [13], [14].

D. The protocols

Using the two packed SHE schemes presented in the
previous section, Yasuda et al. proposed two biometric au-
thentication protocols respectively in [13], [14]. The protocols
employ a distributed model for internal entities, which consist
of three entities: a client server C, a computation server CS
with a database DB, and an authentication server AS. Below,
we give a description of the protocols, see also Fig. 1. In
the description, vE1 and vE2 refer to the respective packed
encryption of type 1 and type 2 in the above presented two
packed SHE schemes.
‚ Setup Phase: The authentication server AS generates the

public key pk and the secret key sk for the SHE schemes,
and distributes only pk to both the client server C and the
computation server CS , while keeping sk secret.

‚ Enrollment Phase: The client server C generates a feature
vector A from the client’s biometric data (e.g. finger-
prints), encrypts A into a packed ciphertext ct1pAq “
vE1pAq of the first type, and sends only ct1pAq with
client’s ID to the computation server CS , who then stores
ct1 and ID in DB.

‚ Authentication Phase: The client server C generates a
feature vector B from the client’s biometric data, encrypts
B into a packed ciphertext ct2pBq “ vE2pBq of the
second type, and sends ct2pBq with the client’s ID to the
computation server CS . CS then retrieves the template
ct1pAq corresponding to ID from DB, computes the
Hamming distance from ct1pAq and ct2pBq, following
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Fig. 1: The Yasuda et al. biometric authentication protocols.

equation(1) (resp. (2)) in the case of the ideal lattice based
scheme (resp. in the case of ring-LWE based scheme),
and sends only ctH to AS. The authentication server
AS decrypts ctH with the secret key sk to obtain the
Hamming distance HDpA,Bq. Finally, AS returns the au-
thentication result YES (resp. NO) to C if HDpA,Bq ď τ
(resp., otherwise), where τ is a pre-defined threshold.

III. THE ATTACK

In this section, we present an attack algorithm that can be
used by the (malicious) computation server CS to recover the
biometric templates of arbitrary users. Before we proceed, let
us first discuss our threat model.

A. Threat model

In [17], Simoens et al. presented a framework for analysing
security and privacy of biometric data in biometric authen-
tication systems. Here, we follow their model and consider
malicious (or active) internal adversaries. A malicious internal
adversary A may deviate from the protocol specifications and
may attempt to recover protected information, as long as such
attempts are not discovered by the other protocol participants.
In a biometric authentication protocol, the relevant protocol
entities may pose the following threats to privacy:
‚ Biometric reference privacy: The adversary A should not

be able to recover the stored reference biometric template.
‚ Biometric sample privacy: The adversary A should not

be able to recover the fresh biometric sample.
‚ Unlinkability: The adversary A should not be able to link

a biometric template to the user identity ID.
‚ Intractability or user indistinguishability: For a biomet-

ric authentication system to be privacy-preserving, the
relevant entities must not be able to distinguish whether
two authentication attempts are from the same user.

In the protocols under study, the protocol entities know who
is trying to authenticate himself to the system. Therefore, from
the intractability point of view, both protocols are not privacy-
preserving.

Below, we analyse the security of the Yasuda et al. [13],
[14] protocols against the other threats. Let us briefly discuss
what each entity already knows and what can be done if the
entity is malicious.
– The client server C: C knows B as well as the identity ID

of a user, and communicates with the computation server
CS . He can simulate CS . Using B, he can find the stored
biometric template A by mounting an attack known as
the center search attack [17] (see Algorithm 2 below).
In this attack, the adversary iteratively changes the fresh
biometric template until it is rejected. Then, by changing
the new template that is just rejected bit-by-bit, he can
recover all bits of the stored template. We must mention
here that in [14] Yasuda et al. state without giving any
proof that their scheme is secure against hill climbing
attacks, because all data is encrypted. Unfortunately, this
is not true. As we have briefly explained here, the center
search attack, which is a type of hill climbing attack, is
possible in both protocols. In fact, this attack is possible
regardless of the type of employed encryption scheme,
as long as the Hamming distance is used to measure the
closeness of a fresh biometric template to the reference
template.

– The computation server CS: CS knows the ID of a
user and has access to the database DB, where the
encrypted reference biometric templates are stored. He
communicates with the authentication server AS. CS
can simulate the client server C. If he is malicious then
his goal could be to recover the stored/fresh biometric
templates corresponding to a user ID. If CS has access to
a fresh biometric template corresponding to an ID, then he
also can employ the above mentioned center search attack
to find out the corresponding stored template. However,
as we will show below, there is a simple yet powerful
attack that can be employed by CS to recover both the
stored and fresh biometric templates of arbitrary users.

– The authentication server AS: AS has the secret key. If
AS is compromised, the protocol’s security and privacy
are also compromised. A malicious authentication server
AS can indeed intercept the communication from C to
CS , and recover the user ID and the biometric templates.

B. The attack algorithm

Note that in the biometric authentication protocols under
study, the computation server CS computes from vE1pAq and
vE2pBq the Hamming distance (i.e. masked version of it) ctH
between A and B following equation (1) in the case of the
first SHE scheme and equation (2) in the case of the second
SHE scheme, and sends ctH to the authentication server AS.
We mentioned at the end of Section II-C that the decryption of
vE1pAqvE2pBq results in the inner product of A and B. Thus,
a closer look at (1) and (2) would suggest that a dishonest CS
can actually cheat in the computation of the Hamming distance
to gain knowledge of the biometric templates.

More precisely, suppose that the malicious CS wants to find
out A from vE1pAq (a stored biometric template). Then, the
malicious CS computes vE1pAqvE2pDq, where D is a suitably



chosen bitstring of the same length as A, and sends the result
to AS, instead of sending the actual correct ctH . For instance,
first CS chooses a bitstring D consisting of τ consecutive 1’s
followed by all 0’s, and computes vE2pDq. Then, he computes
vE1pAqvE2pDq, which corresponds to an encryption of the
inner product of A with D, and sends the result to AS. If
it gets accepted (i.e., AS outputs YES), then CS learns that
řτ
i“1Ai ď τ and in the next round, he flips the τ`1-th bit of

D and sends vE1pAqvE2pDq to AS. If it gets accepted, then
CS flips the τ `2-th bit of D and sends vE1pAqvE2pDq. This
continues until AS responds NO. (This is the first loop of
Algorithm 1). In this way, CS will recover a portion of A that
has Hamming weight τ , and then bit-by-bit he can recover all
bits of A; see the second and the third loops of Algorithm 1. In
the decryption of Algorithm 1, the notation βi, for β P t0, 1u,
means that the i-th bit is β.

Algorithm 1 The attack algorithm
Input: vE1pAq (an encrypted reference template)
Output: A “ A1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , AN (reference template)
Initialise: A “ 0102 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0N
For i “ 0 to N ´ τ :

Set D “ 11 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1τ`i0τ`i`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0N
Compute vE2pDq
Send ct “ vE1pAqvE2pDq to AS
If rejected Then

break
If i “ N Then

Return centerSearchpAq
Set i1 “ τ ` i
Set Ai1 “ 1
For i “ 1 to i1 ´ 1:

Set D “ 11 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1i´10i1i`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1i10i1`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0N
Compute vE2pDq
Send vE1pAqvE2pDq to AS
If accepted Then

Ai “ 1
For i “ i1 ` 1 to N :

Set D “ 11 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1i1´10i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0i´11i0i`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0N
Compute vE2pDq
Send vE1pAqvE2pDq to AS
If rejected Then

Ai “ 1
Return A

By employing this algorithm, the malicious CS gains full
knowledge of A in at most 2N´τ trials, which can be seen as
the sum of the total number of iterations in the three loops of
the algorithm. We observe that if the first loop ends without
being rejected, then this means that the reference template
itself has a Hamming weight less than or equal to τ and thus,
the adversary can mount the center search attack [17] using
a bitstring of all zeros. That is why we have centerSearchpAq
as a subroutine in the algorithm. In Algorithm 2, we describe
the algorithm for the center search attack.

By using the same algorithm with vE2pBq as an input and
by changing vE2pDq to vE1pDq in the algorithm, CS can
recover the fresh biometric template B of any user.

Algorithm 2 The center search attack
Input: B “ B1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , BN (a fresh but matching template)
Output: A “ A1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , AN (reference template)
For i “ 1 to N :

Set D “ ĎB1, . . . ,ĎBi, Bi`1, . . . , BN
Send vE2pDq to CS
If rejected Then

break
For i “ 1 to N :

Send vE2pD1, . . . ,ĎDi, Di`1, . . . , DN q to CS
If accepted Then

Ai “ Bi
Else

Ai “ ĎBi
Return A

As we can see, the attack is rather simple and straight-
forward, but powerful. Yasuda et al. [13], [14] claim that as
long as AS manages the secret key sk (for the respective
SHE schemes) properly, their protocols would be secure,
without any threat model or proof. However, our attack is
possible even if sk is securely managed, since CS can deviate
from the protocol specifications without being detected. More
specifically, instead of performing the computation (that is,
(1) or (2)) that would result in the correct ctH (a ciphertext
encrypting the Hamming distance between the fresh and the
stored templates), CS can replace it with a different ciphertext
encrypting a the inner product of the target biometric template
with a carefully chosen fake template. This new ciphertext
allows CS to gain knowledge of the biometric template using
AS’s output. By repeating this procedure at most 2N´τ times
(or in at most 2N ´ τ authentication attempts), CS can gain
full knowledge of a biometric template. Note that in the attack
CS only computes one encryption (of the fake template) and
one homomorphic product, so the attack complexity is low.

It may seem obvious that AS might easily detect this
attack due to the structure of the consecutive inputs. However,
detecting such inputs is not always feasible if the attacker
alternates between malicious and valid authentication attempts.
Moreover, the structure in the inputs (to AS) may be masked.
A viable solution is to verify that CS performed the computa-
tions honestly by following the protocol specifications. Thus,
the main question that needs to be answered is: How exactly
does AS verify that CS computed ctH honestly? We discuss
this in the next section.

IV. COUNTERMEASURES

As mentioned earlier, the user ID is not protected in
Yasuda et al. protocols, and this is not a desirable property
from intractability point of view. Hence, we propose a slight
modification to the protocols, so that during the enrolment C
maps ID to an index and provides it along with the encrypted
reference template to CS for storage. In the authentication
phase, C provides a fresh encrypted template and a (possibly)
encrypted query to be used by CS to privately retrieve the
reference template from its database. In other words, a private



information retrieval (PIR) [18], [19] technique is employed
to retrieve the stored biometric template, and the client server
C provides the PIR query. The rest of the protocols could
remain the same, see Fig. 2. In this case, CS can still employ

C CS DB
vE1pAq, i vE1pAq, i

(a) Enrollment phase

C CS

AS

DB
vE2pBq,PIRpiq

PIRpiq

vE1pAq

ctHOutAS

(b) Authentication phase

Fig. 2: Schematics of a possible modification to the Yasuda et
al. biometric authentication protocols. Now, the computation
server CS does not know the user ID.

our attack to recover the templates, but he does not know to
whom the templates belong.

In order to prevent the presented attack, we need something
more than this. Intuitively, it is obvious that we need a
(cryptographic) solution that allows AS to verify that CS
performed the computations honestly. To be precise, if AS
could check that the input (ctH ) he received from CS is the
correct ciphertext resulting from equation (1) (or (2)), then the
presented attack could be prevented. Since, in this case, AS
would detect the suspicious input provided by CS . However,
such verifications may not be possible without introducing
some new primitives to the protocol. Indeed, there are cryp-
tographic schemes that allow delegation of computation in a
verifiable manner so that the client can verify the correctness
of some computations done by a cloud server [20]–[23].
Incorporating such schemes for verifiable delegation of com-
putation seems to be a promising direction for improving the
Yasuda et al. protocols. Furthermore, schemes for signatures of
correct computation such as the one proposed by Papamanthou
et al. [24] would also enable us to combat the described
attack. Below we describe a modification to the Yasuda et
al. protocols using the Papamanthou et al. [24] scheme for
signatures of correct computation.

Signatures of correct computation (SCC) for a func-
tion family F consists of the following four algorithms
pKeyGen,Setup,Com,VRFYq [24]. The key generation al-
gorithm KeyGen takes a security parameter and a function
family F as input, and outputs a public/secret key pair
pPK,SKq. The setup algorithm Setup takes the secret key
SK, the public key PK and a function f P F as input, and
outputs the function public key FKpfq for the function f .
These two algorithms are run by a trusted party. In our case,
the authentication server AS can run these algorithms, since

AS is regarded as the trusted party who manages the keys for
the SHE schemes. The computation algorithm Com takes the
public key PK, a function f P F and a value v P domainpfq
as input, and outputs a pair pω, σq, where ω “ fpvq and σ is
a signature. The verification algorithm VRFY takes the public
key PK, the function public key FKpfq for the function f , a
value v P domainpfq, a claimed result ω and a signature σ as
input, and outputs 1 if ω is correct, otherwise outputs 0.

We note that in [24], there is an algorithm Update that is
used to update the function public key for a new function.
We omit it here, because in the Yasuda et al. protocols, the
function to be computed does not change.

Hence, one way to employ signatures of correct computation
in the Yasuda et al. protocols would be requiring CS to send
his computation result ctH with a signature back to C, instead
of sending ctH to AS. Then, C would verify the correctness
of ctH , and if the verification succeeds, he would send ctH to
AS; otherwise, C would abort the protocol. However, in order
to guarantee that this shall work, the inputs to the function
computed by CS should be provided by the client server C,
that is, both vE1pAq and vE2pBq must be provided to the
computation server CS by C. However, in the Yasuda et al.
protocols, vE1pAq is stored on the computation server’s side.
We should note here, that the database DB is controlled by
the computation server CS . Therefore, we propose to split the
database DB and the computation server CS and consider them
as two separate entities. With this change, we can have the
following modifications to the original Yasuda et al. protocols.
‚ Setup Phase: As in the original protocols, the authen-

tication server AS generates the public key pk and the
secret key sk for the SHE schemes, and distributes only
pk to the client server C and the computation server CS .
AS also generates the public/secret pPK,SKq for the
SCC scheme and the function public key FKpfq for the
function f (running the algorithms KeyGen and Setup),
which takes two inputs and is defined as in (1) (and/or
(2)). He then distributes pPK,FKpfqq to C and PK to CS .

‚ Enrollment Phase: The client server C generates a feature
vector A from the client’s biometric data, encrypts A into
a packed ciphertext ct1pAq “ vE1pAq of the first type and
maps ID to an index i, 1 ď i ď N , and sends only ct1pAq
with i to the database DB for storage. See Fig. 3(a).

‚ Authentication Phase:
– PHASE 1 - COMMUNICATION C Ñ DB: The client
server C takes the client ID and extracts the corresponding
index i. Then, C privately retrieves the reference template
ct1pAq “ vE1pAq corresponding to the index i from the
database DB. See Fig. 3(b) for a schematic description.
– PHASE 2 - COMMUNICATION C Ñ CS : The client
server C generates a feature vector B from the client’s
biometric data, encrypts B into a packed ciphertext
ct2 “ vE2pBq of the second type, and sends ct1pAq
and ct2pBq to the computation server CS . Upon re-
ceiving ct1pAq and ct2pBq, CS runs the computation
algorithm CompPK, f, ct1pAq, ct2pBqq, and returns the
output, which is ctH and a signature σ, to C.
– PHASE 3 - COMMUNICATION C Ñ AS :
The client server C first checks the correctness



of ctH , by running the verification algorithm
VRFYpPK,FKpfq, ct1pAq, ct2pBq, ctH , σq. If the
verification algorithm outputs 1, then C forwards ctH to
the authentication server AS, otherwise, he aborts the
protocol. The authentication server AS decrypts ctH
with the secret key sk to obtain the Hamming distance
HDpA,Bq. Finally, AS returns the authentication
result YES (resp. NO) to C if HDpA,Bq ď τ (resp.,
otherwise).

C DB
vE1pAq, i

(a) Enrollment phase

C DB

CSAS

PIRpiq

vE1pAq

vE1pAq, vE2pBq

pctH , σq Ð CompPK, f, vE1pAq, vE2pBqq

pctH , σq

O Ð VRFYpPK, FKpfq, vE1pAq, vE2pBq, ctH , σq

ctH (if O “ 1)OutAS

(b) Authentication phase

Fig. 3: Schematics of a proposed modification to the Yasuda
et al. biometric authentication protocols.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, two recently proposed privacy-preserving bio-
metric authentication protocols that employ packed somewhat
homomorphic encryption (SHE) based on ideal lattices and
ring-LWE are reviewed. We presented a simple yet powerful
attack that enables a malicious computation server to gain full
knowledge of the stored and the fresh biometric templates of
arbitrary users. The attack takes advantage of an homomorphic
property of the employed encryption scheme, namely, the
secure inner product computation. Another key factor that
allows the attack to be launched undetected is the lack of a
verification that the computation server performed the correct
computation.

Furthermore, we discussed possible countermeasures. As a
quick fix, we first proposed the use of private information
retrieval in order to avoid storing the user ID in the database.
This way, one can reduce the impact of the attack, since the
adversary will not be able to link the recovered biometric
template to a user identity. In order to prevent the attack, we
discussed how a scheme for signatures of correct computation
may offer secure solutions to the problem. In particular, we
proposed to separate the database from the computation server
in order to incorporate the scheme for signatures of correct

computation, and changed the flow of information between
the protocol entities. We would like to further investigate
these areas in the future, and improve the protocol to achieve
provable security and full privacy. For now, it is safe to say that
SHE alone is not enough to build a fully privacy-preserving
biometric authentication protocol. Great care must be taken
when designing such a protocol based solely on SHE.
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